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Project purpose 
• Qualitative understanding COVID-19 and urban mobility 
• Lived experiences 
• Passengers 
• Public transport employees 

• PT as unique site of ‘missing’ sociability 
• Looking beyond the “Ridership Crisis” 

Research questions
(1) How has the pandemic shaped everyday feelings and experiences of using and working in public 

transport throughout COVID-19?
(2) How has COVID-19 affected mobile sociability and cultures of interactions on the move?  

COVID-19 and the public transport crisis  



PT as social space? 

A unique public space 
1. Intense proximity 

2. Co-presence  

3. Unavoidability 

4. Regulated access (entry fees, ticket 
enforcement) 

5. Restrictive mobilities:

tacit norms and codes of conduct 
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Emotions, feelings, atmospheres 

§ Non-representational registers of experience 
§ Feelings and sensorial richness of PT 
§ Dynamics of mobile subjectivity beyond discursive 

registers alone 

Affective atmospheres 
§ Uncovers the shared, collective feeling of PT 
§ Focusing on how space is lived and felt 
§ Expands the bounds of “the social”

Empty Amsterdam Centraal metro station (photo by author)



Mobile methods 
Fieldwork in Amsterdam 

Ø Ethnographic fieldwork 
Ø Participant observation 
Ø May – April 2021
Ø GVB; Amsterdam’s public transport network
Ø Stations, buses, trams, metros

Interviews
Ø On-the-spot, conversational interviews 
Ø (10) semi-structured interviews 

Ø 30-50 minutes 
Ø Phone and video-call interviews 

Ø Passengers and public transit employees 

Research methods



Results

I. New practices and norms of co-presence

II. Changed atmospheres 

III. “Missed” mobile sociality under COVID-19 



§ Seating arrangements 
§ Placement strategies 
§ Spatial negotiation 
§ Avoidance and distancing
§ Cautionary behavior 
§ Heightened awareness of corporeal 

proximity 

Ø New tensions of closeness and avoidance
Ø Offering help or support 
Ø Accepting someone’s presence next to you   

(1) New practices and norms of co-presence 

“Safe seats”. Illustration by author 



Interview examples: 

“You’re not pressed to go sit across someone else 

or you don’t have those awkward moments where 

you actually don’t wanna sit next to someone. (…) 

You don’t have to be stressed about things that are 

maybe going to happen without them actually 

having to happen”

(Sabine, passenger)

“That’s a double-edged sword, if you’re seated and 

someone comes too close. I would want to stand, 

but I am aware of how that can come across. It is a 

bit of a barrier for me.” 

(Femke, passenger) 



“People are acting different. They are taking distance and 
wearing the mask and using the gel. And people are taking 
care of each other. They stay away from other people now.”  

(Whitney, passenger)  

“You take care of each other more than before. Before it was 
like, ‘I’m an individual I need to get to this place and this is 
my metro, so I’m gonna get in’. And now people are (…) 
more aware of each other.” 

(Sabine, passenger)

Distancing as ‘taking care’ 



(2) Changed atmospheres

§ Eeriness, lifelessness, calm
§ Absence of typical crowds: positive

and negative experiences  
§ Expressive of a disrupted normality 

§ Boredom, solitude 
§ Less general activity in PT 
§ Loss of (positive) interactions 
§ Mainly among PT employees 

“M54 carriage”. Photo by author 



“I mean there’s something that’s good 
about it not being crowded, (…) but at the 
same time (…) having more people talking 
and walking inside the trains gave it a 
different feeling like it was more alive and 
nowadays that really doesn’t happen, so it 
feels like a little bit more empty and (…) a 
little bit sad. Just to not have that much 
people riding with you.” 
(Leo, passenger) 

(2) Changed atmospheres 



“People are tired of this and they are not so 
friendly. Maybe you saw, when I greet 
them, they don’t say hello, they don’t greet 
me back. (…) At the beginning it was 
different. There was more of a sense of 
togetherness.” 
(Rob, tram conductor)

(3) “Missed” mobile sociality under COVID-19 

“They don’t greet you anymore or greet 
you with any positivity at least… People 
look down and just click their card and go 
in and don’t say anything. And I have to 
say, I do miss that social interaction with 
people sometimes. Even though I am 
introverted.” 
(Steve, tram driver and conductor)



“Public transport has not remained the 
social space it was before. Before the 
pandemic, I didn’t mind to address 
someone to ask them something, but the 
pandemic has created a culture of ‘mind 
your own business and mind yourself.’”
(Lies, passenger) 

(3) “Missed” mobile sociality under COVID-19  



(3) “Missed” mobile sociality under COVID-19 

Ø Keeping to oneself 
Ø Physical avoidance leading to 

avoidance of social engagement 
Ø General ‘inward turn’ 
Ø Absence of small, fleeting 

interactions 
Ø More ‘individualized’ experience
Ø Diminished (positive) interactions  



1. COVID-19 has produced new experiences of public transport that are 
experienced both in positive and negative terms 

Ø Complexity of experience 
Ø Changing nature of PT 

2. COVID-19 context has called into question the significance of PT as 
public space

Ø As a unique site of “missing” mobile sociality 
Ø A loss of fleeting encounters and (positive) social engagement

Concluding remarks 



§ The value of public transport as public space
§ Its significance as social capital and social infrastructure 
§ Post-COVID-19 relevance? 
§ Understanding and valuing complexity 
§ Leveraging social and emotional understanding in transport planning and policy 

efforts 
§ Implications of COVID-19 on the conviviality of daily mobility practices 
§ Encouraging sustainable forms of mobility 

Final thoughts… 


